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Objective

To further increase brand value and 
identity by embedding Audi into 
entertainment and pop culture
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Strategies

‣ Place Audi into premium brand & product 
integrations

- Focus on film & TV
- Pursue other entertainment outlets

‣ Build & sustain key influencer relationships

‣ Extend social media buzz
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MIB 3 Opens in theaters May 25th, 2012
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MIB 3

‣ Popularize Audi R4 into the entertainment 
industry through popular film culture

‣ Integrate the product into film
‣ Associate Audi with entertainment media and 

celebrities
‣ Extend brand outreach through digital media

Objective:

Strategies:



MIB 3 Integration

‣ Partner with Sony Pictures Entertainment & 
Columbia Pictures
‣Make the Audi R4 the official MIB 3 car
‣ Advertise with MIB 3 to promote both car and 

movie
‣ Sponsor world premiere
‣ Host after party
‣ Gain brand leverage & negotiations
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MIB 3 After Party Event
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‣ Audi will host MIB 3 after party as part of 
integration partnership
‣ Celebrity clad guest list
‣ Featuring the official MIB 3 Audi R4

- Photo ops
‣ Located at Museum of Modern Art



MIB 3 Movie Promotion 

‣ Audience members who see MIB 3 during its 
premiere week fill out a survey
‣ Survey will get feedback on the car’s integration 

into the movie
‣ Participants who submit the survey are entered 

into a contest
‣Winner gets an Audi R4 delivered to them by Will 

Smith and Tommy Lee Jones
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Media Outreach
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Other Brand Integration

‣ Covert Affairs

‣ Royal Pains
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The Exclusive Audi A2 Preview Expo Event
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Exclusive Audi A2 Preview Expo Event

‣ To create positive buzz about the Audi A2 in both 
industry and entertainment media

‣ Place Audi A2 in unexpected places through 
industry and entertainment media mix
‣ Extend coverage and buzz through digital 

channels for maximum outreach

Objective:

Strategies:
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Exclusive Audi A2 Preview Expo Overview

‣ “Race for a Cause”
- Celebrity charity race in the A2
- Benefits go to green charities 

‣ American Express VIP deck

‣ A2 Test Drive Promo
- AmEx VIPs can test drive car
- Fill out survey, entered to win pair of tickets    
to the A2 Private Launch Party
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Potential Celebrity Drivers

! ! ! !

! ! ! ! !

!
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George Clooney
Oil Change

Cate Blanchett
SolarAid

Pierce Brosnan
Global Green

Gwyneth Paltrow
Act Green

Leonardo DiCaprio
STOP Global 

Warming

!
Edward Norton

Earth Day Network

Cameron Diaz
Green Treks

Woody Harrelson
Rainforest Action 

Network

Carrie Underwood
Music for Relief

Brad Pitt
Solar Neighbors

Program

Sheryl Crow
Green Music Group

Bono
Greenpeace
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Potential Vendors
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Media Outreach
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The Audi A2 Interactive Miniseries
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“The Next Green Thing”

‣ 5 part interactive online video series, 1 video per 
week
‣ Videos approximately 4 min long
‣ Promoted to online fan base via Twitter, Facebook, 

YouTube
‣ Showcase A2 features & performance through 

entertainment
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“The Next Green Thing”

‣ Action-packed plot showcases the performance 
of the A2
‣ Cliff hangers and a twist at the end keep viewers 

engaged
‣ Assets spotlighted in the mini series:

- Sexy, aggressive, intelligent, technologically 
savvy, more than just a pretty exterior, 
desirable, green
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The Audi A2 Launch Party Event
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‣ To release the Audi A2 to an exclusive audience 
of A-list celebrities and entertainment media

‣ To release product to key influencers
‣ To create entertainment media coverage 

opportunities
‣ To incorporate digital media through miniseries 

excitement

Objective:

Strategies:

The Audi A2 Launch Party Event
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The Audi A2 Launch Party Event

‣ Reveal the A2
‣ Premiere the miniseries finale
‣ Cocktail party themed from miniseries
‣ Located in miniseries finale location warehouse
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Media Outreach
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Audi Concierge
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‣ Business card with phone # & 
website

‣ Use for car service to/from 
airport, events, hotel, appearances

‣ Hybrid vehicles, featuring in car wifi 
as “mobile office”

‣ Exclusive list of celebrities, 
publicists, and other key 
influencers

‣ Pair Audi with influential people, 
capture organic and organized 
media ops

Audi Concierge
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Audi Concierge Example: Media Escape

‣ Celebrities caught in paparazzi call Audi Concierge 
to save them
‣ Concierge comes with security team to safely 

escort celebrity into car
‣ Can be organic or organized for coverage purposes
‣ Audi is covered in media for the services itself as 

well as celebrity association
‣ Media guaranteed with paparazzi at pick-up location
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Media Outreach
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Post Measurement

‣ Promotion survey results
‣ Event attendance
‣ Monitoring product sales

- Pre & post events, promotions, integrations
‣ Social media tracking

- Hootsuite
‣Website analytics

- Google Analytics
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